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Exploratory activity and a conditioned fear response: correlation with
cortical and subcortical binding of the �4�2 nicotinic receptor agonist [�H]-
epibatidine. H. SIENKIEWICZ-JAROSZ, P. MACIEJAK, A. BIDZIÑSKI,
J. SZYNDLER, M. SIEMI¥TKOWSKI, A.I. CZ£ONKOWSKA, M. LEH-
NER, A. P£A�NIK. Pol. J. Pharmacol., 2003, 55, 17–23.

Rat behavior in the open field and the conditioned fear response test was
correlated with specific binding of the �4�2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
(nAChR) agonist, [�H]-epibatidine, assayed in different brain structures by
autoradiography. A significant positive correlation was found between the
ligand binding in the frontal cortex (r = 0.529, p < 0.011), the entorhinal cortex
(r = 0.603, p < 0.003), and CA1 layer of the hippocampus (r = 0.465, p < 0.029),
and the conditioned freezing reaction in the contextual fear conditioning test.
In the frontal cortex, there was also a significant positive correlation between
[�H]-epibatidine binding and preconditioned freezing reaction (r = 0.469, p <
0.028), and a negative correlation with rat motility (r = –0.452, p < 0.035).
Rat motor activity correlated in a negative way with preconditioned freezing
reaction (r = –0.436, p < 0.043), and in a positive way with the number of en-
tries into the central sector of the open field (r = 0.690, p < 0.001). The neo-
phobia-related parameter of the open field behavior (the number of central
entries) did not correlate with the [�H]-epibatidine binding. Factor analysis
confirmed these findings and showed that rat behavioral parameters meas-
ured in the tests of neophobia and conditioned freezing were loading on dif-
ferent factors, thus, pointing to separate central mechanisms operating in
both behavioral models of anxiety. Furthermore, factor analysis showed that
rat conditioned freezing behavior and [�H]-epibatidine binding in the CA1
layer of the hippocampus and enorhinal cortex, represented similar central
processes.

These findings suggest that rat emotional reactions evoked by different
stressors (neophobia vs. conditioned fear) are differently regulated by the
central cholinergic system. The presented data indicate also a significant,
structure dependent correlation between rat conditioned emotional reaction
and the �4�2 nAChR ligand binding, in the rat cortical forebrain structures.
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